
Hampton Roads Transportation Technical Advisory Committee Meeting – December 1, 2010 

AGENDA ITEM #1: CALL TO ORDER  The meeting will be called to order by the Chair at 9:30 a.m.     
AGENDA ITEM #2: PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD (Verbal comments during meeting)  Members of the public are invited to address the TTAC.  Each speaker is limited to three minutes.     
AGENDA ITEM #3: PUBLIC COMMENTS (Written comments included in agenda packet) 
 Public comments are attached.  Attachment 3 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
HRTPO Public Comment ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
RE: Public Comment Regarding US 460 Interstate/ Third Crossing With Rail 
  
Name:   Mr. Ross Glasser 
Date:   November 21, 2010 
Subject:   US 460 Interstate/ Third Crossing With Rail  
Public Comment Input (Via Email)  Dear Andy Pickard,  Plans to expand US 460 will not relieve current traffic congestion at our major chokepoints.  Even VDOT's project objectives for US 460 don't mention need. In other words, US 460 is a highway in search of traffic while the rest of Hampton Roads is edging toward grid lock!  Instead an expanded US 460 will open up this mostly rural landscape to developers and costly sprawl. There is also great concern for the large swaths of wetlands in the area as well as the road's increased contribution to bad air quality that in Hampton Roads has already been deemed "non-attainment".  Privatization of public infrastructure is proving to be a bad idea. The Pocahontas Parkway around Richmond is underutilized (as will be Rte 460) and it will not pay off. Seventy-five to 99 year concessions to road developers means a lack of accountability and control governing an otherwise public facility. There will be no chance for a mid-course correction, minimal oversight by VDOT on construction, and huge risks of an inferior project in the end.  Meanwhile, the long delayed Third Crossing provides our area with real transportation choices and traffic relief. The project is envisioned for both vehicles and rail, thereby relieving congestion while improving accessibility, mobility and the movement of people and goods in the region.  This intermodal Third Crossing connects new rail on the Southside with existing rail in Newport News for connections to D.C. and beyond. VDOT also needs to reduce truck traffic while at the same time serving the ports of Hampton Roads by working with Norfolk Southern to expand rail-freight.  Transportation money is scarce, so let's spend it wisely.  Scrap the Rt. 460 plans for both road expansion and high speed rail, and let's use our limited resources for a Third Crossing with rail.   
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